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Problem

I '

INTRODUCTION

Since the Attica riot and other recent prison distur-
bances, there has been much public discussion about the
need for prison refoi Nlan prit ate groups, and a grow -
ing number of correctional agencies, have felt an urgency
to consider the reorganization of iirisons to some type of a
rehabilitative structure or model.

the increasing interest in this vein, there has been
'concern by some in evaluating the effects of imprison-
ment-6n the inmates of prisons, as they now exist. Ques-
tions are raised, for instance, about the impact of impris-
oninent on the prisoner's personality and attitudes and
how this relates to subsequent adjustment and behavior
in the community after release (American Friends Ser-
vice Committee, 1971, Griswald, Misenheimer, Powers,
Tromanhauser, 1971, Hood and Sparks, 19-70).

Surprisingly, the literature in this area is not as com-
prehensive as one might expect. By contrast, there is a
fairly large, volume of literature concerning the social
organization that exists as a result -of imprisonment
(Clemmer, 1958; Sykes, 1958, Cressy, 1961). One could
speculate as to why there is such a discrepancy in interest
between the two areas, especially when irissonsidered
that both are important in making inirjor policy decisions
in corrections.

One personality variable that has been receiving n-
- .ci

creasing interest by behavioral scientists is that of time
orientation. The manner in which, one approaches the

,}problem of time is now generally accepted as an impor-
tant aspect of personality functioning (Fraisse,,, 1963).

Studio's have investigated a variety of populations includ-
ing geriatric patients (Wallach and 'Green, 1961), al-
coholics (Roos and Albers, 1965), schizophrenics (Wal-
lace, 1956), criminal psychopaths (Fidel and de Aboitiz,
1948), and juvenile delinquents (Brandt and johnsbn,'
1955). These studies and others have associated a number
of variables with time orientation that point to the impor-
tance of differing temporal outlooks in understanding
behavior. Stated siniply, how a person views his future,
interprets his past and sees his present i.s crucial in de-
termining behavior (Kummel, 1966).

For no other group, perhaps, is time more of an issue
than it is for prison inmates. The importance of time to
this group is described by Gaining (1961 who himself
has been imprisoned:

. time becomes essential and so important that it is
almost considered a thing, concrete and
materialized. The extant to cc hich time becomes ,t

C.)

1

concern of all prisoner s, except some Of the most
adjusted ms surprising to nonprisoners. Detailed
calculations as to amount of time left, and medita-
tion on bow that time 1!..ould hale Been spent with
the other identit, certainl are not bed-time re-
flections mil) or once -mi-hour thoughts Concem
for time seems to be an almost constant and painful
state-of-mind (Galtung, 1961, p 1131.

Given this apparent importance of time to prisoners, it
is interesting to note that there are, but several studies
inyettigating the general area of time attitudes and orien-
tation of prison inmates. In one such study, Farber (1944)
found that in determining the variables that are associated
with the extent of suffering of inmates, that the time
perspectives, especially outlook towards the future, are a
primary factor. .

Landau (1969) investigated the effects of length of im-
prisonment and subjective distance from release on fu-
ture time perspective and time estimation of a group of
prison inmates., Among the many conclusions she stated,
that the time of release is the boundary for future time
perspective: and among all sentence lengths, as release
approaches, there is a greater differentiation and exten-
sion in future planning. The precise meaning of this study
is somewhat confOunded by the lack of control for sen-
tence lengths (four to thirty -three years), age and ethnic
origin, and also by the multiple measurements taken.

Another study by legargee, Price, Frohwirth and
Levine (1970) was interested in inmates' time orientation
at various periods during imprisonment. The particular
measurement used indicated the pleasantness or un-
pleasantness, attractiveness or unattractiveness of the
past, present and future. The results showed that inmates
at all stages of imprisonment view the future most pleas -
apt and the past more pleasant than the present.

Besides pointing to new topics of investigation, this
prior re.' arcli indicates several important considerations
that s ould be taken into account when designing time
orientation studies of prison inmates. To -begin,- the
period or stage of the prisoners' imprisonment must be
taken into consideration, since both logic and past re- -
search indicate that this would affect a time orientation
measurement (Landau, 1969);

Secondly, the instrument that is selected to measure
time orientation is important because Of the variety of
approaches .to and aspects of time measurement. Indeed
it has been noted thatwith the multitudeof methodologi-
cal techniques and time definitions utilized,

orof time orientation research is not possible is highly
,questionable at.begt (Wallace and Rabin, 1960). Given
this myriad cliPapproaches to time measurement, it is7 e
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belie)ed that a lust:archer must conceptualize what as-

pects of time arc considered to be important before he
selects an instrument.

When one investigates the hitan experience of tune,
it becomes apparent that it is necessary to consider time
not only in its parts as pits t, present and future, but also in
its entirety and wholeness. Actually, one confronts here
the long-standing philosophical problem of tame as a suc-
cession ofdnoments or time its duration. Kummets (196)
point is well takenwhen he writes.

time is ne )er splintered series of' SlItteSSI
moments but always a yvhole from the point of iew
of wlah the possibility of its fragmentation may he
understood. 'fiine is traditionally (16(rilied as a
fragmentation of successive (wishing moments,
one can, !limey er, just as logical!) assert the
integrity of time based On the outer correlation
coexistence of its parts Only the two definitions
taken together can fully describe the nature of
time (Italics, his) (Kununel, 1966, p 45)

The importance of understanding tune in this way can
perhaps be further demotistrated by considering the t rad-

itional parts of tune and seeing how they specifically
relate. Wulff (19691 writes that the past can be described
as:

the realm of present -lams- which ha% e become
TO longer It is in the past that we Lae learned

tontine and to speak, to recall and to anticipate, it
is the which pros ides a basis for enjoy ing and
uuderstandmg %vhat we are etppiiencing now.and ,

for projecting and preparing for what we I;ope-
-and somennws feat will o(,eui HI the halite
(Wulff, 1969, p 101

Of the present Wulff eomments.

-To live in the present is a mark of reality one ta-
ion, for the present is yy,here one is as a physiol 41-

cal orgainsill and \\ here Al :ten% it) ocemsind to
become absorbed iii w hat woe is doing requires a
temporary letting go of C011ien1 Of the past and
future, laving unselfeonsemicn% in the present Yet
to live only in the present is to he a %lentil Of
constant') fluctuating change, to 1w cut (Annan the
directing and stabilizing ipfluenee of past and fu-
ture (Wulff, 1969.-p. 9).

Finally, in considering the future, Wulff states.

Though the 'future. Tay be the least -real- of the
three time rinas for at least the past unto %%as,
and, in some sense. Still can be knoyYnit also is,
many say, the most influjntial. Whether ones fu-
ture is open or closed will make all the difference in
how one experiences his present and interprets his
past, through, tt the same time, the present and
the past creates the future tWulff. 1969, p 13).

Briefly then, it has been concluded here that a meas -'
urement must take into account a persoir's total time

at;

spanpast, present and futu because Abe interrela-
tion that exists between the marts of time.

Thirdly and finally, another more subtle factor that
should be considered in prison population tune orienta-
tion studies is the racial and ethnic make-up of the sam-
ple. The above- mentioned research by Landau (1969),
which was conducted in Israel, suggests that there are
differences in time orientation and estimation between
Oriental and Westeni subjects. Other research in time
orientation and race indicate that there are significant
differences between racial groups Stone (1971) found
that in study ing time orientation, inner control and aspi-
ration level among Caucasian and Vexican-American se-
venteen year olds, The latter were more past oriented. In
investigating the future time perspective of adolescent
Caucasian and Black males, Wolf (1970) found that 'the
Black subjects had significantly less future extension and
anticipated fewer positive futnre events. Research by
Roberts and Greene (1971), however, indicates that sin -

-ple cultural sterotypes pertaining. to time orientation
were not supported by their research of American In-
dvs, Caucasians and Mexican-Americans. They suggest
that the meaning-of time scores must be examined against
the background of the, variables being measured.

A critical evaluation of the approaches that have been
taken in eXamining the effects of imprisonment in relation
to time orientation demonstrate the need to stud) a rather,
homogeneous prison population, in terms of age and sen-
tence (Landau, 1969), and at the same time to
dichotomize for ethnic and racial factors. Such an ap-
proach should help to make the relationships that exist
more clear. As was mentioned, selection of an instrument
is imPortant in determining exactly what is to be meas-
ured. It is, believed that an adequate measure of time
orientation must reflect involvement in or concern with
the entire temporal spanpast, present, and future
(Kuinmel, 1966, ' tiff, 1969).

A study organi as such could explore and verify'
questions of both a theoretical and practical nature. Thy
prison experience has the feature of supenmposing cer-
tain time relations ,upon the life of a person. An impris-
ontgl man has a sentence of such a duration; helms served
soaircli-ti le and expects to serve so much more time.
One could as how these different time relationships
affect att\itusies, personality, emotions and behavior
(Farber,4\944). In relation to the specific problem here,
quOstions t °old be askedcomceming the effect that these
tithe relationships have on time orientation. Going
further, questions could be asked as to how differences in
race influence the perception of time within these par-
ticular time relationships.

Aside from the theoretical inquiries, this research
raises some practical questions about the inmates experi-
ence of imprisonment that could be important and useful
to correctional policy makers. For example, do inmates at
tlie-beginning of their imprisonMent view the future as
vague and unimportant? Do Blacks view the future (9r



past or present) differently hoin Caucasians or Chicanos?
These questions could have an important bearing on un-
derstanding inmates' adjustment,in prison and their in-
volvement in institutional programs

One of the goals of in;prisonment is to teach the inmate
to consider the prasent and future consequences of his
actions. But, do Caucasians, BlackS and Chicanos haVe
the same time orientation at the end of imprisonment? If
they do not, perhaps pre-release programs should be
de% eloped that are suited to the specific needs of a gi% en
racial or ethnic group to emphasize goal setting and plan-
ning.

understanding of how imprisoned men of different
races and at different periods of their incarceration view
the entire time span can help both the criminologist and
the correctional prig:MI(411v in evaluating how one par-
ticular attitude is influenced by imprisonment, and
perhaps make everyone more aware of the effects of im-
prisonnu..nt

Purpose

The purpose of this study is to attempt to identify
differences, or the lack of them, in time orientation of
Caucasian, Black and Chicano young, first offenders at
:various stages of imprisonment, namely, begfnning, mid-
dle and end The aim, is to come to a clearer understand-
ing of how the oxperience of imprisonment affects the
temporal orientation of these trichotomized groups.

.

Basic Assumptions
In um erta -ing t u s sind, there were three assump-

tions made.
Assumption One. The-ditia collected from the subjects'

Inmate Summary Forms were assumed to lie accurate.
Assumption Two. The replies to the administered in-

strument were assumed to be honest _and candid,
Assumption Three. The randomly selected groups of

inmates alt the end of imprisonment would have been
similar to the group of inmates at the beginning and
middle of imprisonment if they had been tested at that
time.

Variables

The. dependent variable in this study was the measure
,of time orientation that was represented by a given
subject's score on the Personal Orientation Inventory's
Time Competence Scale (Shostrom, 1964) and the
selected Temporal Orientation Questionnaire scales
(W.ulff, 1969) categorized as Past, Present and Future.

/The independent variables in this study were the stages
or periods of imprisonment of the subjectsbeginning,
middle and endand the racial characteristics -'
Caucasian, Black And Chicano,

3

Hypotheses

1. At the begimin imprisonment, Caucasian,
Black and Chicai nmates will show significant
differences in their Time Competence mean
scores.

At the middle of imprisonment, Caucasian, Black
and Chicano inmates will show significant differ-
ences in their Time Competence mean scores.

:3 At the end of imprisonment, Caucasian, Black and
Chicano inmates will show significant differ-
ences in their Time Competence mean scores.

4. Caucasian inmates at 'the beginning, middle and
,

end ot
r

imprisonment, will show significant dif-
ferences in their Time Competence mean
scores.

5. Black inmates at the beginning, middle and ena of
imprisonment, will show significant differences
in their Time Competence mean scores. 7

6 Chicano inmates at the beginning, middle and end
of imprisonment, will show significant differ-
ences in their Time Competence mean scores.

'.-

Basio4puestions
In an effort to develop a strategy to analyze the data, the

following basic questions have been formulated.
1'. Does a review of the literature reveal significant

differences of time orientation of Caucasian,
Black and Chicano imitates at the beginning,
middle and end of imprisonment?

2 Will the Time Competence isubscale of the Per-
sonal Orientation Inventdry significantly dif-
ferentiate Caucasian, Black and Chicano inmates
at the beginning, middle and end of imprison=
men t?

3. Will the computed correlation coefficients of the
entire sample on all variables: type of crime, age,
I.Q., maximum sentence, Time Competence
subscale of the Personal Orientation Inventory
and the selected subscales of. the, Temporal
Orientation Questionnaire, suggest a low,
medium or high degree of association?

Methods and Procedure

Sample
The total sample consisted of 180 _subjects from the

population of the Ferguson Unit of the Texas Department
of Corrections. These young, male, first offenders were
chosen randomly from a pool of subjects who met the
criteria set down in the study.

'Subjects from three different stages of
imprisonmentbeginning, middle and endwe re
tested as to their time orientation. Each stage of impris-
onment had sixy (60) subjects with equal representation of



Caucasian, Black and Chicano to make subgroups of
twenty (20) each. '

The stages of imprisonment hate been operationally
defined as follows:

I. Beginninginmates who are in the first ten weeks
of imprisonment with..the Texas Departmeitt of
Corrections.

2. Middle inmates %N. ho hate been imprisoned for at
least six months and are at least six months from
parole eligibility.

3. Endinmates who are enrolled in a pre-release
program'at the Ferguson Unit.

Since it is belies ed that it is importal'it for gene ralizibil-
ity what e as homogeneous a sample as possible in making
a measurement of time orientation.of a prison populatiion
(Landau, 1969), the follow mg criteria for subject selection
we le established. The age of the subjects is in the range of
set enteen (17) to twenty-two (22) years of age. A cut-off
point for I.Q. of the subjects was set at set enty (70). To
measure intelligence, the Texas Department of Coffee-.
bons uses the Re. iced Beta Form. The sentence 'lengths
ranged from four (4) years to ten (10) years. All data of a
descriptit e nature used in this stud) was taken front WC
Inmate Summary Forms of each individual subject.

Since research has indicated that there is reason to
suspect that socioeconomic status influences temporal'
orientation (Le Shan, 1952, Cottlel, Howard and Pleck,
1969), the samplL will include only those inmates of lower
range socioeconomic status. Parental occupation was
deemed the simplest and Most direct way to determine a
subject's socioeconomic status. As a result, subjects were
asked to indicate the occupation or job at which their.
parents are employed, as demonstrated on the answer
sheet, in Appendix E.

Sincethe aim was to eliminate subjects, who by way of
their baCkgroud, would be unusual to the major poition
of the prison population, the occupatilms were broken
down into two wide categories The first group consisted

-of occupations. categorized as unskilled, semi-skilled, or
manual labor jobs and lower level white collar jobs This
category is much wider than the second and was the one
utilized to include subjects in the study because it is
t)elieted that a vast majority of the prison population's
parental occupations would fall into this division. The,,
second group consisted of occupations categorized as pro-
fessional, management and business ercutive level. The
responses of these subjects were eliminated from the
study for the reasons cited. 6

In addition to the Acne infprmation, the t pe of crime,
violent or non violent, for which a given subject was
cons icted was noted but- not used to dichotomize the
sample. An analysis was made to determine if type of
crime shows a significant relationship to time orientation
as measured here.

Instrument

ThC instrument that was chosen to measure time orien-

4

tation was a combination of two questionnaries. Both
were designed to be measures of the total time span-
-plist, present and future. M has been mentioned, this
was felt to be an important aspect of a time orientation
measure. .

Shostrom (19 ) developed a questionnaire called the
sal Owe tation Inventory (P01) to measure the

concept of se f-actualization (Maslow, 1962). Shostrom
(1964, pp. 214-215) has presented a collection of descrip-
tive adjectives that give an outline of the differentiation
between non-self-actualizing and self-actualizing persons
that would be helpful to those unfamiliar with the con-
cept. Adjectives describing non-self-actualizing people
would incltide. puritanical, anxious, rigid, inhibited,
egocentric, sensitize, dependent, ambivalent, hOstile
and dominating. Adjectives describing self-actualizing
people would include. intoned, imaginative, enthusias-
tic, enriched, responsible, discriminating, gracious, un-
assuming, capable and open. Concise.iy then, the =self -
actualizing personality is one which is more fulls function-
ing and lit es a more content life than does khe at erage
person.

One of the subscales making up the POI is designed to
measure -Time Competence.- As Shostrom describes it,
a person who is time competent:

appears to lite itthe here and now more fully,
and is able to tie the past and_ the future to the
present ni meaninOul continuity. Ile is less bur-
deflect by guilts, regrets and resentments from the
past than is the non-self-actualized person and his
aspirations arc tied ineanniOuIN to present %%oil-
ing goals He has faith in the future without rigid or
idealistic goats (Shostrom, 1964, p 212)

The Time Competence scale has twenty-three (23)
Reins and has a two choice response Meets
stated tai allow the end-poles of each item to be made clear
to the subject. The numerical value that represents the
score, indicates the Time Cottipetent responses selected
by the subject This numerical value can be put in the
forth of a.Titne Incompetent/Time Competent ratio
(TI/TC). The Time Competent person obtains a ratio of
about 1.8 or a numerical value of approximately 20, as
compared to the Time Incompetent person who scores a
ratio of about Or a ntimerical value of approximately
17. For use livre, the Time Competent score will be
reported Using the numerical value.

,Besides having been used in a wide variety of research,
the POI has been used previously in research with prison
populations and was found to be capable of identifying
significant .difterences between groups. Fisher and Sil-
t ersiein (1969a) found that the analyses of variance of 600
California Department of Corrections felons, who were
administered the POI, indicated that the %a-nous un-
specified groups differed in their scot'es on all twelve (12)
scales, including the, -Time Competence" scale, to the
.901 level. In another study, Fisher (1968) kund that
felons described as psychopathic, showed differing per-



fonnance on the P01 from a group df normals. Fisher mid
Silverstein (1969h) used the POI to study simulation' of
poor adjustment in groups of prison mit iateseksignated as
experimentals and controls, and found significant differ-
ences. Finally, Knapp (19* used the POT in research on
a group of delinquent Navy brig males.

For the purposes of this research, considering the
population studied, the 3, ocabular of the questionnaire
was rex ised to a simpler it...!N el without changing the con-
tent. A Ipy of the re% iced Time Competence scale is
show a in Appendix A and a copy of tile origimil form of the
subscale is shown in Appendix C.

The seconl part of the instrument consists of selected
subscales of the -emporal Orienkition Questionnaire
kTOQ). D.' M Wt do, eloped the TOQ in 1969 in a

, doctoral disst nation at the Unix ersity of Michigan after
all e hatistRe flex iew of the literature of time orienttion
and its measurement. The TOQ was originally tested on
nine thfferent groups for a total of 477 subjects The
reliabilities for all of the scales range from .51 to 80 and
the F %dines were all significant at the 01 lex el or less
The fix e-pomt lating scale NAlS used to indicate agree-
ment

Fot the purpos'es of this research, six (6) of the nine (9)
subscales of the original TOQ-were thosen and
categorized in this study as Past, Present or Future. The
TOQ portion of the instrument can be outlined os pre-
sented in Table 1.

NVulff (1969) suggests that the TOQ has the adxantage
of not being as personally intrusixe as other techniques
and apparently less affected by temporal-) condidtions
than projective inrasures. In addition, subjects report
that it is interesting.to

TABL£I

Outline of Selected TOO Subscales

TOO Subsea le Description in
Thl 9 Study

Number of
Items

Direction

Distant st Past 9 2 Positive
7.Negative

Personal Past

Present Present 9 2 Positive
7 Negative

Distant Future .

Personal Future Future 13 6 Positive
7 Negative

Direction

Totals 31 10 Positive
21 Negative

1, In a manner similar to that used by Wulff, the respon-
dents had a chOice of five categories from which to make
their-selection on-each -item. :Ile weight assigned to each
item was as follows:

It.ns with a.positive direction.
Strongly Agree Undecided Disagree
Agree

4 3 2, 1

Strongly
Disagree .

0

Items with a ne' gatixe direction.

Strongly
Agree

0

Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly
Disagree

2 3 4

In this Like' t summated rating method, the summation of
the score on each indixidual 'tern gix ell the subject's total
score in the Past, Present or Future time zones. Tile total
score obtained in etkeh time zone represented the in-
volvement of the subject in that time zone.

Since, as Wulf (1969, p. 99) has noted, the TOQ is
probably too sophisticated for persons of lower
socioeconomic groups. the TOQ has been rex ised to a
simpler N ocabular lexel. In addition, sex eral items are
belie\ ed to ha\ e a middle class bias. These references to
such things as books, museums and galleries in only four
of the items haxe bte'll replaced with more appropriate
ones, or eliminated. lese slight rexisiops were made,
keeping in 'Hind -lie intent of the original Temporal
Orientation (Aestionnaire. A copy of' the rex is4I Time.
Orientation Questionnaire subscales is shown'in Appen-
dix B and an copyilif the original is shotAil in Appendix D.

Proc' edure

After introducing himself, the researcher told the sub-
jects that he' was int-eres-red-in their reaction to some
questions about /10N% the) y lex; time. It vies made clear
that the"'re4fcher had no connection with the Texas
DepartwAt of Corrections and that he was there strictly
as a guest. The subjects were informed that their partici-
pation was voluntary and that their identity would be kept
anon-yule-us-. It was-explained thAt thequestionaire would
be Administered by means of a tape recorder and would
take approxiamtely an hour to complete. Au inquiry was
made to determine.whether the subjects could under-
stand spoken English. The subjects were asked if there
were any questions and were informed that if they did not
wish to participate that they should say so at that time:
Consent forms were passe out and subjects were asked
to sign and, date them.

Next, answer sheets xxf re distributed and subjects
were informed that the code at the 'bottom of the sheet'
was for categonzing purposes only and that their names
would not be associated with their answer sheet. It was
emphasized that there were not "right" or "wrong" ans-
wers, and that the researcher was only interested in how
they truthfully felt about ch item. The subjects were
told that there were two 1 its the test and that there
would be a brief break at e end of the hrst part so that
any missed items could be peated. Tape recorded ex-

. amples were given, and it was made certain thlit the
subjects understood how to select responses to the first
part. During the break, after an opportunity was given to
have questions repeated, subjects were informed how

-1 5
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ers to the second part of the test could be selected.
Tape recorded examples %site also ghen At the the
subjects were again given an opp,ortutut.' to has e'ques-
tions reikated Subjects were asked if they °
hear 'the /tape recorded .c...xampli2s helot'e the 'testing
began. -71.1

As was inentioned, tlfe mistrynnent. was administered-1
mn!..mims of a tape tec,nrdp Each item was repeated

tW ice There was a tent 10) second paur be hs'een the first
and second statement of each item, and-a tss'ent -(26.)
sewn(' pause after the second statement, before 'nosing
on to the next item the soice that appeared ortthe tape
((,as that (>14:aneasian male and was not theyoice of die
researcher'.

p

.The testing took place during June and July, 1973,Ahd
was done in a room assittie(10the administration at the

bFerguson Unit oftlie.Textls epaitment of Corrections.
'foe size of each tt sting' g`roup was kept' betw. oen Ve (5). :

'and teii (1-0) ,uhicets.

Units of Analysis
The ninits of analsis used to differentiate the

tribotonmiztkl groups were the mean scores on the Time
Competenicscale and tbemean scores on the selected
Temporal Oiientafion Ques4onnaite stkbscales,
Lalegorjtecl as Past, Present anti Future. The items on the'
Time Competence scale can also be classified as Past,
Present and r uture.

The. raw 'rime Competence score represents the ac-
cum. ulated Time Coorpetent responses. Since there are
twent)-three' 23) Reins, the tti tal po;sible score is
twenty-three (23). the Time Competence score is

ti

ri

smo""

1 .

I.,

bt oken down into tense scores, (lie Present.and Futige,
immaxiiimm-n score is eight (8) and the Past maximum score is
sexes (7).

,
The rM SIM-us011We le1111)01al 011eitt.ttliMIQuestion-

,nain; subscales represent the ins oNeincidaild ctnicein
witth'ii given tiine,zontc. Since the TOQ subscales use a
fix'e aroice.res.pitis'e selection, the total possible score for
the Past and-Oresttift scales is flurt ;six:06). Likewise,
since the Future scale, has thiiteeir k1.3) items, _the total
possible SV9.1` is4ftt.=(NyircP).

Iyaddition, other data_vfa descripthe irattire,..nan4..
ttg, if crime..-.. -g=1:Q.,"ana maxinnyissentenetlongth,
were collected on subjects and used in time

Dao, analysis_
The dafa- were anal zed b, the use of two statistical

orttittums. Anal sis of ariance was used to test differ-
epees among the mean scores of the tncliotonnzed groups
on the Time Competence scale of the Personal Orienta-
tion InVentory. Correlation coefficients were computed
on the entire sample to determine the extent of the rela-
tionships of all cies en k 1 1) N, type of
crime, age, I Q.,amaximum sentence length, Time Com
putneCe score, Ale Competence tense scores,and_ the
selected subscala of the TOQ categorized as past, Pres-
ent and Future. The lexe'llof significant differentiation for
bifth operations was established at the .05 level,

4

Definition of Terms
Time Orientation. The direction or orientationpast,

present or futureof the person's temporal experience
(pilling and Rabin, 1967). a

It

...a
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Time Orientation and
Institutionalization

As has been indicated preciously, scientists' in-'
..kerest in time orientation has shown a Marked increase

M.er the last tcn(to fifteen years. One area in 'which there
has been considerable interest, is -the time orientation of
y anon% groups of people labeled as criminal des hints. The
purpose here of a brief re', 'my of the stuaies in this area, is
to' demonstrate how the variable of institutiolialization
was considered and handled. ..

Interestingly eyfough, specific discussion and consider-
ation of the inItftlitionalization of subjec ts in these studies
is brief oi nom si'stent Two prominent studies dealing
with time orientation olliiminal deviants, by Ricks, Un-

5
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ity and institutionalization in sixfy aged males. His results
indicated that the institutionalized group was more con-
cernell with 'the past and less concerned with the future
than the non - institutionalized group. Also, institutionali-

; zation, More so.than age, was found to bt more important
in channeling a subject's time perspective toward the
past. Occupational and leisure time &AI\ ines were found
to relate to a future time perspective in the} non-

. -institutionalized group, while orgainkational activities .

had no relation to The time perspective an individual
maintained in the institutionalized group.

In an earlier study, Wallace (1956) ins estigated the
flame time perspective of long and short term schizop-
hremc patients. In comparing the results of the patients to
a control group of normals who were institutionalized for

,
barge' and Nlac,k (1961), and Stein, Safbin and Kuhl much shorter periods, he found that institutionalization
1968), avoided ihe problemsbY comparing two groups (if a;itlelf.was not crucial in explaining the results obtained.

non-institutionalized subjects. Howes er; he !vas quick to mention that such a conclusiontiTWO diffe rent studies compared inStilationalized was ten tatiy e aica.awaits further research ill which a more
groups Friel and de Aboitiz (1968):0.1Amined the ' acieciliate contTO1oN ae. s ari.lbles is utilized.
pond orientation ofprison inmates labeled as Oy chopatlis Calkins (1970), yyorkin-ga staff member of a rehabili-
and a control _group of imprisoned normals. Siegman Lanni institution for the pliysicallrlia- nclicapped, ob-

sened differing time perspectiA es amid sty s.pf(19611 comP\ired a;grorip of young offenders and army --recruits on ate sureiiimits of future time perception, time ' usage by patients. She describes a number of differ r-mg
estimation anal itlipulse control Although prison and the
military hasty both been described as characteristic of'
"total instant /d ns- (Coffman; 1961), 'there lace been

questio is` raised as to tl Or nature and comparabil-
it,),; %bell n ,aSureinents (Landau, 1969, p 215). In
neithelof these studies as there an attempt to control for
length of' imprisonmen or distance from release.

Lastly thred studs compared jnstitutionalized and
non institutionalized groups, and, apparently, coin

led institutionalization as a factOr in the
of subjects. In probably the most often
me orientation and delinquency, Brandt
55) compared institutionalized male ado-

pletely disregar
time orientation
noted study of
and Johnson (15
leseents with a control group of adolescents from !Small
public high schoOl DaY ids, Kidder,and Reich (1962), in a
studs that c4entially is a replication of Brandt and

."l--
comparedohnson's; compared similar ty pe .groups. Day ids and

f'!.irenti
.t
(1158) compared emotionally disturbed children

;Who were hospitalized, with control groups of sunnier
1 campers and grade school students on a test of tithe

orientation, Again, in none of these snalies was an effort
made to control or make allowances for length of impris-
minima-or distance from release.

}Although hese studies did not really consider in-
stitutionalizYmn as a facto!, there are a number of other
) tudies that' have investigated the relationship between
time orientation and institutionalization. Fink (1957)
studied the relationship of time orientation to age, actiy -

A
Li

typologies that are used in experiencing tune esuch a
situation. For example,, patients des eloped strategies of
time usage categorized by Calkins as "passing time,"
%aiting," "doing time," "making time," "filling time,"
and "killing time." She suggests that shifts in tune percep-
tion and styles of usage are likely to be taken for granted'
by the patients themselves as these changes tend to take .

place gradually over exiended periods of time. She con-
cludes that. the social structure of different settings may;

preeltie the eniegence of particular sty-les of
time usage.

\10% ing to,s tudies that deal specifically with time orien--.
Lanni and prison type iiastitutionalization, a report by two

_

British -sociologists Cohen and Taylor (1970),/sum-
marized the findings of their Father inforyial study of the,

. o,.;
experience of time in a special group Of extremely Jong .,1.--, .-'

- t :
term prisoners. Through the course of teaching- spcial - .... ,

science °pies to these long term pnsoners overperiod
of th e?. years, the authors were able to collect a vast
amount of data from poems, essays and general discus-
sions. They found that, except for a few jokes, the future
was almost a taboo subject, with the little ainotnit of talk
concerning it,, to be of a fantasy nature. They report that
for these men, the predictability oldie future was depres-
singly total, to the point that the reality of figure time
became distorted. ----.4 .

likst

The past was the main area of concern and was divided
up into "good tilnes and "bad times," with 1 majority of



./".

the talk devoted tuithe latter. Although passing time is the-
biggest problem, getting invoNet1 hurtle .present was
found to be difficult for these lung termers. A major
concern is the fear of psychological deterioration which
the prisoners found particularly appalling because of the
realization that it can happen Without one s awareness.

Although this 'study is limited from the standpoint of
understanding the time orientation of the a% erage Prison
inmate. green the special nature of the subjects' situatio,n,
t is important in helping toluiderstand the effects Lilting
term pnson type institutionalization And the almost total
lack of hope for- release. ./

Another !in estigator, Gaining (1961) makes anuilibei ,

of Yery interesting observations aboiit Predictability and
the expo{ ace of tune in prison. He comments'about'the/
structuring of time in prispii as it relates to the prison
structure. namely, institutional regidarity that means. for
the inmate, regularity where past, present arid future
become essentially copies of each other. The prison/
routine, no matter how gOod it can be made, has such a
degree of predictability , that there are no threats and no
challenges. Caltung suggests thatathe desire for an un-
predictable experience in such a situation is perhaps., ,

stronger than the desire for a pleasant experience whi0
niay be partial explanation foriall types of des iant he:

-
haviors in prison: ,

One of the initial studies that treated the time onen14:
tam of pri s'oners was conduc-tetirby, Farber (1944); The ahu

I

, ; .

k

' I.
;

: -
they tested twenty men, i'each of three groups
catcgortized as beginning, iniddle and end of impris8n-
anent, .1their re'inincliciited that all three grqups,.
showgirl primary focus ori,the future, with secondary focus
on the gist and only minifrial fixation on:the present

The,.iuthors conclude }bat the stereotype of youthful
offendets ,i being .prii&-Aly people Who are oriented
toward the, presenf,4 a$ A rast majority of the research
indicates, Misleading, In-conjactionydth this, they go
,o,n to imply t y iniPrisolnalient in'a treatment oriented
institution is perhaPileoonsible for the resulting meas-

., ured time focui:of Winmates. However, done ex-
amines the n>ture of:the "FRI, there is wine quystion as to

cculacy of aiese. copclusions. The TRI, basically does
itot mealyre, a subjects time orientation, but rather
measureys his preference of time zOnes_ as, pleasant or
tilipleasaiit, attractiv.or unaftraotiVe (Wulff, 1969, p. 57)
In additinn a;i as &of the Fiji asks the subjects for;,. ei:I ., .

aie4stiniationikas found to be jsectinreliable arid incon-
sistent that tbe'scores'yeere ni,;tAinputed. Asa result this

. study could- be Anore,curreett., said to indicate how im-
prisoned menatvatibt.is stagg'sof imprisonment view the -
pleasantness of stlie,thr e,tiiii.e' zones. ..1. .-

air tensike study of the
, .

tiers subjectiNe esti-
mations of distance frorriseleaseon future time perspec-
the an tune estimations of Israeli prison inmates. She

\ _

.
reNts that the future time perspecti%e of inmates at the

of of his research was to bettei-understarld the main tacttirs ', btlOnning of imprisonment is much less definite and dis-
4

determining prison behayior. After exiensiv,e,intervis 2 tinct than inmates at the 'end of imprisonment, across all.
; ,

,
with a number °latitudes; he conclu'acid tbar tbe doiiiii5- :

`.
sentence lengths but especially short ones. She suggests

ant factor influencing al; inrittte'sbeit;t:yiuf4p.'"prisp Was . ,, that only when one is relatiNely close to the date of re-

I.

;4

Landau (1969)cOndu
effects of imprisonm

. -

his - perceived neeid to.be released from prisuri and his,
acct ek.s> to that 0C-tors in the qay-tollay eriNtron-r.

z . were of litty 11,6portahce. Instefd, how the initiate
- viewed time, partrlarly future time, was the crucial

f.4;bevapal/le. For these imprisoned r.

found that the Elate of release represented the butinalkof,. ,..

aneffettiNe,ftsiture tunt,perspective,:as the! late iht, the
sentence was iniposed, was the main boiandartyl i)ftli ....

effective pa_gt. ;.. .,
:1

', , ...
/I

.
4.=

. (

Iii;4 rp.toral dissertation at ichigan state t2:14x.ersitli
1fiffeiy 119.63) investigated the, . Awns* betweer,i.jiii-,..

....*.ptilsirty.au.lIgnitruralexperince 1 prisuners. Csingibe,
i ...- 10, -trprietRure. attire time onen ion, hefoundthat the.

i
futon1 .:-.7.-.pr.rscr.1,vrs I ,little in % olvernent ilit Iiiiie,Very-::-,440' 4 Iii

- ,, ..., ...,:loi,r..tostee.Lttilvs im, ere rib taitteil lbetween the lilireliable .

:*figilte.ea\."iiifallielralicaiing priol- and remaining'time in
iPtrs'Opranu ilititretirriewrientaqon scores of dui fq.

siyliki-iii:; -0..ed ;bat die. AT, used for flt4sUring, ,4,,k
tinit.,ortenvition'=, has giveriktor acting results ou low-

.,-. ! i
- - A

NI .4:PseTritirice, Fiiihwirtli apd Leine (1970) inn)Ar-
text ,,ei.stidt.'rifAlie ti,ioe oriAntation of y obtliful pri'sT_
uutiqtt;-4 -411, :erlilr4l CortJEtii.,oal Institutiori; in ,r,i_ ,.
lahasee 61-idn. Uling, thqitrie Reference Inenikirk,,,

.(111I4ilerliperl,by pug, Boo,), kRoos and A
- ----- :. =-1., , - - ; .... :1-1 t lbeis"1965)
.":..0.,"--f' } . ,-;.1 *

p 134.

does the future take Uri concrete meaning, so that
act,u .,plartilink will be undertaken. _

In -ilii,t,iiiii, 'Landau reports that inmates become in-
c resingrx n: lore cnnsistent in estimating time as they near...,
release; Sli.s ests this ret.tls from deN, eloping a more ,
stable- Irlternal c ock the longeroike stays imprisoned. In

,..aildition, it is interesting to note Hiatt 'closer ale
jests were to release, the better the.j.'snertoraned on

., ,,N'.intelligence test. ..,, . .. s.

An inspection of the studies,presented hetessupports a
further iliNestigationipio-iiiiprioqed men's time orienta-
tion 4.tnon am] indicates a neeci to study a rather homogeneous
group in terms of age and length of sentence (Landau,
1969, P. 220), and additionally to use tune orientation
Ingasurements thatgiNe a truer, clearer, picture of how

-,/ one views time. ' ,-.

Time Orientation Fand,Raee
.

..."

.

Differences in ittitedes and orientations between ra-t
dal groups has ltinglieen recognized by Kpcial scientists.
conduting attitudinal' research. Dreger ,r)ia Miller (196

3
halve re% iewed,os!er:bne hundred of the studies
dichotomi ed Cety4en Black and Caucasian subjects
They note.fhat,diffe'rences in tesponspaiterns between

r
r*4 " .:. , .i !, .-1 ;.....X4,:'!. .... . , t 4 .k,,

V.! °. f 11 I 4 I.'s; k ; ' ,

i :

'N. "'" ''
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the two groups are found in a number ofareas, including in their data to be rather few, the authors concluded that
,

social perception, vocational choice, self attitudes, fiamily the stereotyping of cultural groups, along dimensions of
organization, mental and social role, strikture. time crrientation; did not hold up under qomplex analyses.
erices in cultural background and position the sopa/ They suggest that a thorough investigation reveals more
stricture, clearly indicate the rationale (brdistinguisliing -complex and diversified relationships.
racial and ethnic groups in attitiidinalpudies, an exhatisOe doctoral diSsertation, Graves (1962)

.
The work that has been done on time orientation and investigated time_ perspective and deferred gratification

race is by no means comprehensive. This can be attri- tpattert30 of 1'23 .Anglo, Spanish and Indian high school
bitted In part to the relative rec if interest7of social stu
scientists into the area-of time orientation ,

Speaking specifically in terms of prison time orienta,
non iistudies and racial or cultural differentiation,: only
Landau's (1969) study of an Israeli prison has undertaken
au. analysis to atermine.possible differing orientations.
Her investigation found tha4,9riental,subjects had esti-
mated short time intervals in a more distorted way than
Western subects. In addition, she disco' vored tliat
tal subjects had longerfi,!ture tiMeperception blit were
less reality bound than West.151

The study that Mihail; i'mnipared rravial groups on a:
measure of tune onentatiOn .as-condutted by Brock auk,
Del Giudice (1963). flere the researchers tested sixty (60)
Caucasian and sixty (60) Biackgrade school boys and girls
of a low class neighborhood on their willingness to take
advantage of an opportimutv ,nd their future tune.
extension. Althoug t ere was a relationship establiStied
between stealing behavior Ad_ temporal orientation,
there was nd relationghip between these variables and :s.,`
race. The iplatresults of the experiment have been dues',
tioned however (Wolk, 1970), since results from the story
telling technique for ipeasuriei temporal orientatioci
have been contradictory and show lov, reliabilities (Wulff,

.1969, p. 30).

/

Horton (1967), in a participant-observer ty pe study of
.Black ghetto inen's time orientation, noted that -street'
-tune" was limit around the irrelevance of clock' tithe;
i -white man's timeand the relevance of street activ ities
ail happenings. Basically these men liv e for the present,
yet they have..a vague, fantasy type image of the future
that includes both themselves and their race-

In a Fordham University doctoral dissertation, Wolk
(1970) examined the future time perspective of Caucasian
and Black males in early adolescence. Results indicated
that Black responded with significantly less future orien-
tation than Caucasians. For instance, Black subjects felt
they were moving slower into.their futures and expected
fewer status and role changes than Caucasians-. Also,
Caucasians demonstrated significantly greater future ex-
tension, significantly greater organization in regard to
anticipated future occurrences, and expected a signific-
antly larger number of positive things to happen than
Black subjects did.

Moving to other social and cultural groups, Roberts an (1-
Greene (1971) studied ten and sixteen year old Caticaian;
Chicano and American Indian children on measvies Of
temporal orientation, using a,story telling technique.
Finding the number of statistically significant differences

) t.

0

cuts. T h e anal), sis of data found that Anglo students
I,i 1 a longer temporal extension than non-Anglo subjects,
but the statistical significance was varied. It is interesting

,)

to note in comparing the groups of subjects on time
extension th-at the differences between the Anglo and
Indiab 'gromiA showed a high level of significance, while
differ,,ences between the Anglo and Spanish gronps
shoWed.4 loW level of significance, and at the same time,
differVices between Spanish and Indian groups indicated
a medium level of significance.

Graves alai measured the extension into the past of the
varied groups. In ability to extend into theyast of six
months ago and beyond, the groups ranked. Anglo,
Spanish and Indian. However, in ability
the past of six months ago to the present, the groups
ranked. Indian, Spanish and Anglo In overview,. Graves
found differences between Anglos, Spanish and Indians
on time perception and gratification patterns, however,
the statistically significant support was varied and 'rather
inconsistent.

Earlier research by Florence Kluckhohn (1954) actually
initiated the interest in the empirical study of cross cal:
tural time perspectiv e. For her, time orientation serves as
one of the five universal problems of man and she writes
that there are but .three orientations that can be taken:
past, present and future. Although each society will have
involvement in each time zone, the main standard of
orientation Will vary from group to group. Her research,
conducted in Southwestern United States, indicates that
Anglos of tWit area were involved with the future while
the Spanish speaking people were concerned more with
the present. .

Research by other investigators basically agrees with
Kluckhohn. Saundefs (1958) writes:

Ike other aspects of culture our attitudes to!
*wads time are so much a part of us and seem so

right and natural that it is difficult to understand
how anyone could have a different point of view.
That a person could have no particular concern for
the,future is almost inconceivable to an Anglo That
an Anglo will sacrifice the present for some possible
gain in the dubious future is likely to he equally
inconceivable to anyone reared in a Spanish
American or Mexican village `(Sanders, 1958, p.
I591.1

, .
Stone (19271), in her doctoral dissertation studied con-

trol, aspiration level and time orientation_of 176 eleventh
. grade students from two racial' groups-LCaucasian and

Mexican Aperican. . Her major finding indicated that

to extend into
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Mexican nuirican student),w,ete less future oriented and
[nor pas oriented than Caticatans

Other repo 4s in the sociology -and social psychology
literature ponri tokhe impact that certain life situations
can has e On time( orientation. Oscar Lew is (1961), in
w i aim; about ttctininnon traits that people in the culture
of pus erty bast.:,. points to the strong present orientation
orthe poor .uul their resignation about future Con-
sidering that historically, Blacks and Mexican Americans
!lase been long In errepresented iii the ranks of the
American poor, this obsil-s anon becSmes particulaily re-
levant to the topic at hand.

Sonless hat in the same scans it is interesting to note a
study,mentioned by Fraisse (1963) that was conducted by
Baruk in 1952, concerning people who remalined affected
by the deportation and racial pei*cution of Worlc) War
11 Bands found that these people w ho were oppressed
and often faced with a closed' future, des eloped the habit
of not considering the future and repressing their past.
They established a fixation for the present. Again, these
people can in part be compared to the Blacks and Mexican
Americans in the United States

Clearls , as can he seen In the ahoy e. there exists, ,

rationale for examining the time orientation of people\
along racial and ethnic lines In relation to the study ing of
the time orientation of-imprisoned men, investigating,
along racial and ethnic lines, could produce some in-
terestii!g results since such an ins estigation has never
beeii undertaken

Time Orientation and Other Variables

There are a number of variables that.have been studied
in relation to time orientation. Intelligence and
socioecolithinc status are two sariables that base a perti-
nent relationship to the population that Is be ing studied
here.

Intelligence. Basicall, there has e only been tw 0
studies that hase ins estigated the relationship between
intelligence and temporal orientation. Brock and Del
Gitidice 1963 reported that there 'was no significant
relationship between intelligence les el, future extension,'
and stealing betas ior. These results were confirmed by
Judson and Tuttle (1966) wIni f6s- ted eighty-two (82) chil-
dren on a time orientation measurement and found That
intelligence was not responsible for a significant amount
of anance in differences bets% een future time perspec-
tise and I O.

Socioeconomic status. Le Shan (1952) was the first to
study the relationship of time orientation to social class.
Using a story telling technique, he found that there Was a
significant difference in extension between lower class
children and middle class children. Le Shan indicated the
results were influenced In difference% in the perceived
relationships of the indiviCivakand his goals in time across

, class lines:
Following this lead, Ellis, Ellis, Mandel, Schaeffer,

I

,*..,.

er and Sofnmer (1955), attempted to relate frustra-
lerance and future extension among lower class

, cltil R. How es er, no significant i elationship was found.
'e and Roberts (196.1), Allied ,that Le Shan's

'tidings %sere incorrect and stated that bib stabs-

, wocedures were the cause. Using the .corrett
n pis t4. dialculate.d.that Le Shan's work showed a

644 significvance from the .02 les el to-iion-
tiattlee . .

,.

i effort to res'olse the vontscivery. raised by the
e and Robert's correction, Judson and Tuttle (1966)

nstered a story completion test and the Harris Social
its u;ibility scale to forty-two (42) lower and forty (40)

i.--.
ex.lass children Although there was found to be a

tficant difference between the two groups on a ineas-
f sdyial responsibility, there were no significant dif-

fer.enes tund on the story completion measure. The
-,..:

authOrs niention that there may be some inadequacies in
thdittechnique. As has been mentioned, the story coin-
pldtkn method has been criticized for its contradictory
rest:16..1nd loss reliabilities (Wulff, 1969, p. 30).
. i3r,fin and Firer (1956), using a technique that directly

asked* subjects how far into the fliture they planned,
teteil 2700 high school students and 349 1-ale Ulu% ersity
uncargtacluates. Among the high sc hool students, there

. .r.sass, significant relationship at the 01 les el between
pla`nning and father's education. Differences in the col-
lege,-_ sample, indicating that future' planning increases
wi rise in socio-economic status, were not significant,
Ake, significant religious and sex differences were foundst- '
It lhould he mentioned that this study has been criticized
for its lack of questionnaire development and sampling
technique (Graves, 1962, p. 26).

ottle; Howard and Fleck (1969) ins estigating the ef-t
feft of age, sex and social class on Austrian adolescents'
pec.ception of tune, found that there were definite differ-
ences behveen middle class gid upper class subjects: The
iii0dle class adolescents were committed to the future..
, Rife- tO tipper class adolescents were interested in the , i

pmt' ,
.to 4 large degree. .

therres'earchers has e indicated that fliere are deli-
.d--.

Ure.differences in the time orientation of social classes.
Fe..,tilstance, Frank (1939) writes:

,

It)

\Mile social classes ma) be described by the
perspective that dominates their Ines as re-

uiled ni the range of their planiiing, their pAtlen-
calculations, their fore-thought, their absti-

nee and so on (Frank, 1939, p. 27)

s seas inent;,int..d abosel Low is (1961) has described.
.ulture of poverty in all countries as has log

%nom!: present tune orientation with relatnel
abilit to defer gratification and plan for the

future, a sense of resignation and fatalism based
upon th ,realisition of their difficult life situation
(.1e.". is, 1961, pp. w-xxii).

v.

';
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Nlthough wine dthe studies presented here haN e been
contradiLtor and pumsistent, there is some inditation
that socioeconomic status is important in temporal

i.

4

4

"

It is suggeeed that the Nariet,, of results is due i14
=zatt to methods of temporal orientation measurement
vend their I)recion°;

fft

r
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ANALYSIS OF DATA

The testing of subjects was undertaken in twenty-four
(24) sessions during-,which 216, subjects were tested.
Fourteen (14) potential subjects refused to take part in the
study, eight.(8) of these coining from the pre-release or
end group. Six. (6) answer sheets had to be withdrawn
from the sample because of incompletions. Additionally,
eight (8) answer sheets were eliminated due to parental
occupation using the criteria oudined above. Approxi-
mately twenty (20)- snbjects were not available due to
transfer, bench warrants; hospitalization or solitary con-
finement, At the time of testing, the population at the

) Fergusop (Unit of TDC was approximately 1,500.
.k11 inmates vlho were in the pre-release program bet-

ween 2 June: 1-973 and 17 July, 1973 were tested. pue to
limitations in time and -availability .ofsubjects, it was
necessary to intlude in the end groupsnbt only subjects
with four (4) to ten (10) year sentence lengths but.also
Caucasian and Black subjects with three year sentence
lengths and Chicano subjects with two and three year
sentence lengths. It was felt that the important factor was
the fact that these men were at the end of their imprison-
ment, and the interest in this study was to test inmates in
this period of imprisonment on a measure of time orienta-
tion In the Chicano end-group two (2) subjects had two
year sentence lengths and seven (7) subjects had three (3)
year sentences. After eliminating subjects with two year
sentence lengths from 'the end group sample in the
Caucasian and Black groUps, both groups each contained
twenty-three (23) subjects with three (3) to ten (10) year
sentence lengths. Tweav (20) subjects from each of the
Caucasian and Black groups were randomly chosen for,
inclusion lit the study ifrA (10) Caucasian and four (4)
Black subjects had thrk,(3) year sentence lengths. All
other subjects had between four (4) and ten ( I()) year
sentence lengths.

The various group age means are shown in Table 2. As
was expected, the mean ages increase slightly moVing,
front beginning to end of imprisonment.

. ,

111.`
TABLE 2.

Mean Ages of the Various Groups in Years

Ethnic
Group

Pfriod of Imprisonment Group
MeansBeginning Middle End

Caucasian 19.55 20.05 20.40 20.00

Black I. 50 20.10 20. 51 20.04

X20.55
.

Chicano 19.65 20.25 20.15

, 19...59 20.13. 20.49 -,..? 20. 12

N= 180

f
Table 3 sl ows tlievaious groupie. mean,scores to be

considerably higher than the Black and Chicano 1.9.
mean scores.,

E

TABLE 3

Mean Test I.O. 's of the Various Groups

--1-
Ethnic
Group

Period of Imprisonment .
Group
MeansBeginning Middle _ End

Caucasian 100.90 106.55 102.50 103.32 ,
,..

Black 88.25 81.45 86.00 85.23

Chicano 84.75 84.85 89.30 86.30

91. /0 90.95 92.60 X = 91.63
N= 180

Table 4 demonstrates the mean maximum sentence
lengths of the v'arions groups. The considerably lower
mean maximum.sentence lengths of the three end groups

TABLE

Mean Maximum Sentence Lengths of the
Various Groups in Days

Ethnic
Grotip

Period of Imprisonment Group
MeansBeginning Middle End

Caucasian
1

2009.5 2849.7 1552. § 2137. 3 0

Black 2210.4 3050.5 15I6.2 2259.0

Chicano 2137.2 2758.2 .1570. 6 2155.3

2119.0 2886.1 1546.5 X . 2161.6
. a N= 180

points to the inclusion of the three year sen ence lengths
of the Caucasian and Black end groups, and of the two and
three yeapfLutence lengths of the Chicano end group.
The con side ily larger mean maximum sentence lengths

"of the three I Odle groups suggests that the definition of
thatmniddle p,etticid probably influenced tW greater val-
ues. It should` Ne<.Tointed out, that the methodological

'problems encom aired in defining these three periods, so
as to have similar mean maximum sentence lengths are
considerable from the standpoint of not only having

4111huitabledefinitions but also having sufficient numbers of
subjects who give a fair representation of the populations
It is felt here that the definition used in this study, al-
though not perfect, is adequate since it represents the
psy etiological middle period of unpnsonment. These sub-
jects have been imprisoned for a considerable period of
time, six months or more, and are-at a minimum of six
months 'from parole eligibility. However, data to be pre-
sented below suggest that maximum sentence length var-
iances may not be as important as at first expected.

The type of crime that the various group members were
convicted of is listed in Table 5. In some cases, informa-
tion on type of crime committed was not available as the
talile indicates.

As was planned, an analysis,of variance was performed
on the Time Competence scores. Since the independent

ti



TABLE 5

Type of Crimes for which Various Group
Members were Convicted

.

Group

.

Type of Crime
Period of Imp-ris nment

Beg,l'imog Middle ,Fnd

Violent 8 8 4

Caucasian Non-violent 12 4 11 ''' 13

Charge-not-clear 0 1 3

- Violent 7 14 3

Black Non-violent lj 6 14

Charge -not=elear "0 0 3

Violent 11 10 7

Chicario Non-violent i3 9 10

Charge-not-clear 1 I 3

N= 180

variable of race was considered a fixed \ ariable and the
period of imprisonmen't was considered a riindoml) cho-
sen variable, there results what McGuigan k1968, p. 273)
describes as a nued model of the factoral design. In this
t) pe of model, the F values and degrees of freMom are
calculated as shown m "Fable 6. Figure 1 display s the
configuration of the parts im oh ed in the anal) sis and tht
n1411 h) pothesis that the anal) sis tests. Basically , the
anal) sis is a statistical technique whew all the data tire
treated at once and several general null h potheses of no
difference among the means of the various groups are
tested (DoWnie and Heath, 1970).

"ceBLE 6

Computation of Analysis of Variance for hexed
Model of the Facto al Design

Source
Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F

Between A

Between B

Interaction A x B

Within

SSa

SSb

SSaxb

SSw

r-1

c-1

(r- r) (c- I )

N-r

MSa

MSb

MSaxb

MSw

MSai MSw

MSb/ MSaa.

lvlSaxbiSw

Total SSt
N-1 MSt

For the analysis of .ariance of the Time Competence
scores, the compute( values are reported in ,Table 7. As

TABLE 7 I

Analysis of Vari rict of Time Competence Scores

.
Source

Sum of
Squires df

' Mean
Square F

Between A 204.15 2 102.07 14.14'

Between 13 58.89 2 29.45 2.20

Interaction A x B 53.44 4 13.31; 1. R5

Within 1 1256.26 174 7.22 .
Total 1572.74 179

5P('.01
13

Caucastan

Itlin,
ft

Chicano

RANDOM

A

Begtnntng Middle fhd

A

11

Lc 7c

F
ni

Il

rtt

110, A X 11 0 No iffert I

I --(onfiguration of Parts and WI Ihrpcthrse In the Analyst. of Variance
, of a Mixed Model of the Factoral Desi,n

can be seen, the -betwean A- F value proved to be
significant at the .01 le% el, however, the A x B interaction
does not appear to be significant. As a result, all six (6) null
forms of the hypotheses proposed in Chapter I were not
rejected. This indicates OW at the beginning, middle and
end of imprisonment Caucasian, Black and Chicano in-
mates were not significant!) differentiated on a measure
-of Time Competence. By way of 4efreshing the reader,
the Time' Competence measure basically indicates one's
abilit) to lis e psychological!) in the present, to be able toi

tie all three time zodes into a meaningful colitinuity and
not to be burdened b. guilts of the past or rigid idealistic
goals of the future.

As was mentioned, the "between A" F value proved to
be highly significant, demonstrating that there are sig-
nificant differences among beginning, middle and end of
h»prisom»ent on a Time Competence measure. Figure 2
gives a graphic representation of various group Time
Competence mean scores indicating, as the analysis of

Mean Ttme
(Qmpeence

..... .......

1

It.gltamth,

Cancatnan
tatty , .

Chicano

^ ........

....... ..

rre.l if Imp r I sn rime nt

...........

fl e. 2 --Mean Time Competence Scores of the t,arion, Rectal (,ronp. by Period
of Impelsonment

fhtd

variance de*monstrates, that subjects exhibit X tendency
to increase in the Trine Competence mean scores as they
proceed from beginning to end of imprisonment.

Bet ince of the- significant results of the analysis of
variance of the Time Competence scores, it was decided
that an analysis of variance should be performed on all
three; rime Orientation Questionnaire subscale scores to
determine the significance. if any, of the variance in
scores. Table 8 digplays the figures for the analysis Of
variance of the TOQ Past scores and signifies thAt all three
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Ind! hypotheses tested in the procedure must not be
TABLE 8

Analysis of Variance of Time Orientation
Questidnnaire Rist Scores

Source
Surri of
Squares df '

Mean
Square F

Between A 72.20 2 36.10 j . 81

Between B 26.27 2 , 13. 14 2.18

Interaction A x B 24.11 4 6.03 0.30

Within 3460.70 174 19.88

Total a
' 3583.28 I:75

rejected. This, of course, means that there is no signific-
ant variance between the different groups. Figure 3 gives
a graphic represe4otion of the TOQ Past mean scores of
the various groups. A visual observation would suggest
that no variance would be found.-It should be pointed out
that the analysis of variance for the TOQ Past, Present and
Future scores was computed ill an identical manner as
displayed in Table 6 and Figure 1 for the Tittle Compe-
teuce scores.

The analysis of variance of the TOQ Present subscale is
shown in Table 9. As is evident, the "between A" F value .

Mean T(5
Past ...cores

o 1: I
(...sreung

c+ ,an
Black
Chl.c ano

.
. . ......

bbdd1 rod

Period of 1.1::11,1*:°nmel;

Mg 3 --1.1.an hips Or:en/anon Onesttonnair.. Past Yore of the Irrious 0.01.1 Group
by Period of ImprImonn....

TABLE 9

Analysis of Variance of Time Orientation
Questionnaire Present Scores

Sourcp
Sum of
Squares df

Mean
Square F

Between A 130.62 2 65. 31 3.43,

Between 13 81.16 2 - 40.58 0.84

Interaction A x B 195.71 4 48.93 2. 64a

Within 3217.50 ' 174 18.50

Total 3624.99 179 . .

413 < .05

is signifiant as is the A x B interaction From this, it can
understood that invok mein in the present differs

with subjects in the Various penods of imprisonment, and
also that there is interaction in involvement and comer»

14

inihe present between period of imprisonmwit andf-ace.
Fifiure 4iepresents' the TOQ Present mean scores of the
different groups. It is suggested here' that the high middle
T Q Present scores of Chicanos and hlacks, although not
si nficantty different from Caucasians, could possibly be
a measure of institutionalization and greater acceptance of
the resent situation.

Ta le 10 presents the .analysis of valiance of the Vv9)Q
Futu subscale* scores The,"between 13" F value proves

12,

Me.n IOC)
Present Xofes

PerJod of Imprlsonment

1

fad

1-1g. 4 -Nlean Time Or,ntation Questionnaire Present ,C1:se, of the ,.:r:ous R4f141
Group.: by P.m.,: hopri.omoent

TABLE 10

Analysis of Variance of Time Orientation
'QuestioqniI re Future Scores

.

Source
Sunlog
Squares df

Mean
Square F

Between A 193.37` 2 96.69 2.67
...

Between B 474.01 2 237.01 6.99*

Interaction A x B 135.43 4 33.86 0. 94

Within '. 6469.05 174 36.13
..

Total 7271.86 ' 179 .>

"P < ;05

to be significant, demonstrating that in terms of involve-
ment and concern with the future, the three racial groups
varyimeaningfully: There was no A x B interaction or
"between A" significance. A graphic represeiltation of the
TOQ Future mean scores is shown in Figure 5. Visual
observation of these mean scores indicates that .thereis
indeed racial differences in concern and involvement
with the future. For instance, it is 'interesting to note the
relatively high Caucasian scores In contrast to the low
Chicano scores.

In addition to these statistical procedures, correlation
coefficients for the entire sample on all variables were
colllputed as placned. Table 11 shows the tabulated fig-
ures and their significance. It is interesting to note in
conjunction with the discussiop above concerning max-
iffill111 sentence lengths, that the correlations of sentence
lengths are negati% el) significant at the .01 le\ elwith type
of crime only and there exist significant relationships
beteen sentence length and the other variables. It is also
obsemed that I.Q. scores and scores on the Time:Compe-

.1
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Under a close scrutiny, it is of interest to note that the
Tqc) Future sub scale relates in a negaii% e direction at the
05 signifi9nce- level to the Tillie Competence, scores,

.and also in a negative ililection at the .01 significance
level to the Time Competence Future. This would, sug-
gest, as the definitions would that the treater a
subject's illNolement and concern for the future, the less
capable lie is of living fin the presOit and tyilig all three.
time zones in a semblance of trait) and order However,
the fact that there exists a positive significant relationship
at the .01 level between the TOQ Future and the Time
Competencp Present vouldseem to confound that obser-

ati011.

A number, of utter relationships can be noted. Foi
example, it is obsekved that ate TQQ Present subscafe has
a positn e .01 significant relationship to the Time Compe-
tence siore and the Time Competence Preent as well as
Fute ~cores. Again looking to the definitions of the two
measurements, this would be expected. In addition, it is
note4I that the 'Time Competence Future ,score has a
negative 01 significant relaqonship with the TOQ Past
and Kuture score, while at the same time there is a
positive .01. signifint relationship to the TOQ present
scot es Once again looking to the definitions of the meas-
u)rements, this is not,surprising...eenerali), speaking then,
the torrelation 'coefficients in this stOdy support the :con-
tendon that the Time Orientation Questionnaire sub-
ucales have the.ability tornMre involvement and con-
cern in the various time peVitid., given the validity and
,previous rfisearcli of the Time Cc )etencc scale.

cc
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Summary of Findings
, a

The purpose of this research was to attempt to identify
differences, or the Ihik of them, in time orientations of
Caucosian, Black and Chicano young 'Wale first offenders
at various periods of imprisoment, namely, beginning,
middle and end.

In an effort to grasp the ineraning of this stud}, specific
questions were formulated which dealt With the results
In addressing the first question toncening a review of
previous research dealing with racial time orientation
differences and prison time orientation studies, the litera-
ture indicates that although differen6es have been disco-
vered between the various rkial groups, there have been
no studies undertaken concerning the various racial ex-
periences of time during imprisonment. Basically, in
terms of differing racial inv oh ement in time, the litera-
ture re% as that (1) Caucasians hav e the greatest colleen]
for the future and ale concerned with time to a.greater
degree than other groups, (2) Blacks are mostly present
oriented, and (3) Chicanos, likew ise, are oriented towards
the 'present and also exhibit involvement in the past.
litsuEr as the understanding of the influence that impris-
onment has 'on time orientation, the literature demon-
strates that kl.) the future time perspective of inmates at
the beginning of imprisonment is much less definite than
at the end of imprisonment; (2) the end of imprisonment
represe. n wile effective boundary for the effective future,
and (3) individual and institutional variables influence
perception of time and the need or desire to be released
from prison.

The second question concerns the anal sis of v ariance
of the Time Competence scores Although the results
would not allow the rejection of the six (6) null forms of the
proposed hypotheses-of this study, there were exhibited
<highly significant differences inoTime Competence at the
beginning, middle and end of'hnprisonment. Visual ex-

qrm illation of the Time Competence mean score'
graphi(Figure indicates that inmates respond in a
inure Tirtie Conn gent manner as they proceed through
their imprisonthen
. In addition, the a aly sis of nance technique was
perfUnned on all three Time ientation Questionnai
subscale scores. Results 4wwed no significant differences
in the TOQ Past analysis, although Figure 6 suggests.a
nonsignificant decline in interest The TOQ Present
analysis showed significant differenc'es at the beginning,
middle and end of imprisonment concerning inv olvement
in the.present, with generally decreasing interest as one
progresses Blacks and Chicanos scored higher than
Caucasians, althoug14- not significantly so, in the middle
period, suggesting a greater satisfaction with the present

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
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A

situation. Lastljt, the findings in the TOQ'Future analysis
demonstrate that there are significant differences bet-
ween racial groups with Caucasian subjects indicat
greatest concefil for the future and Chicano subjects t
least. -

Concisely ;hen, the datA indicate that minates' ability
to respond in a Thne Competent manner increases as they
progress ihrqugh imprisonment, involvement in the past
decreases, but not4o a significant degree, involvement in
the present changes during imprisonment, with Black
and Chicano inmates, in relation to Caucasian inmates,
accepting the present in the middle ofimpnsonment to a
greater degree, crud lastly, involvement in the future
vanes significantly by racial group but not by period oF
imprisonment.

The third question posed dealt with the degree of
association that the correlation coefficients of all eleven
(11) v aiiables across the entire samOle would demon-
strate. Sentence lengths showed nu relationship to re-
sponses on both the Time Competence score and TOQ
,subscales. I.Q., however, did relate highly in a positive
direction to responses. Other results generally indicated
that the Time Competence scale and the TOQ subscales
made measurements of the sample that were in agree-
inenrand consistent with the definitions of w hat each was
to measli re .

g

Relation to Previous Research

t-. The meaning of the findings in this study in relation to
the prior research on time orientation of imprisoned men,
points to the above mentioned problem kWallace and
Rabin, 1960) of comparing studies that have used varying
methodologies and time definitions. Keeping this in mind
and realizing that all areas of research experience similar
problems Of .cmliparahility , a cumber of (Arse], ations can
be made.

To begin, the findings here directly contradict
Nlegargee, Price, Frohwirth and 'Levine in relation to
their assertion that inmates' orientation did not change
from beginning, middle and end of imprisonment. Pow-
ever, the TOQ subscale scores indicated in similar fashion
to the Time Reference Inventory scores used by
Nlegargee et al., that subjects overall were involved'
primarily with the future, while being secondarily con-
cerned with the past, and only slightly involved with the
present. The author, howevei, does not agree with the
conclusion of Nlegargee et al., that treatment oriented
institutions are respuhsible for the obtained results.
Rather, there is, in part, a component of social desirability
invulv ed in asking these ty pes of questions of nnpnsoned
men. In addition, a logical estimation of the inmate's



situation. would nithiate that the future offers the best
possibilities, memory of the past second best, and the
present experience of imprisonment is definitely the lat-
ter of the three choices.

This is, orcourse, inconsistent with much of the litera-
ture notably Brandt and Johnson (1955), that states that
criminal deviants are primarily present oriented in con-
trast to normals It should be noted that Brandt tied
Johnsan X1935),. aid mans others no, estigating this
speLific area, have used a tory telling technique where
tune references are .counted during the course of the
telling of a story. Int-cremes arc then drawn from the

_number of time references made, as to how a person is
4P time oriented. As can be seen,.this is much different from

asking specific questions about time. The -point to be
made bere i;."That both approaches start fun different
levels. and, thus, it is not surprising to find different
results. As has been pointed out-in Chapterll, there are!
some serious methodological criticisms that can be made.
Or these studies. It is suggested bete that experiments
with butter controls of extraneous sariablesand more
precise measurements will be necessary to settle the,
issue,

Theacontention of Farber k19 -1-1) and Landau (1969) that
the date of release represents the effective future bound-
ary, cannot be affirmed or denied here, by IA a. of the fact
that these two researchers depended heal ily on inter-
s iews for collection of data, and this research used two
time orientation measures that did not make ally refer-
ence to imprisonment. However, it Lan be stated by way
of significant differencesin the Tune Competence stores
by period of impnsonment, that inmates were able to
respond in a more Tune Competent manner as they prog-
ress through their impnsoninent. This IA mid seeming!y
be in agreement with Landau's finding that inmates had At
much less realistic future time perspective at the begin-
ning of imprisonment than at the end.

The finding that 411% ohemeht in the future ;dries sig-
nificantly with race, appears to be in agreement with
Wolk 11970) and Stone 11971) who respectively found that
Black, and Chicano subjects had lower future time pers-
pectives than Caucasian subjects. In addition, this would
be in agreement with other researchers; namely, Graves
11962), Klitckholin (1954) and Saunders 11958). Also, it is
Interesting to note that the TOQ Present stores at the
middle of imprisonment (Figure 4) show higher.(though
not significant) scores for Blacks and Chicanos. This
would seem to be in agreement with findings of Horton
967) and Volk (1970) that these racial groups live in and
accept the present more than Caucasians.

Finally, one finding that completely _contradicts prior
research, is the one that indicates high relationships bet-
ween I.Q., Time Competence scores and TOQ subscale
scores Both Brock and Del Guidice (1963) and Judson
and Tuttle (1966) found no relationship between time
orientation measures and intelligence. Since the ques-
tionnaire in this research was administered by meths of a

to
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tape recorder, the differences could not be attributed to
reading Alit.. Further stiKly will have to be undertaken
to resolve the issue.

Recommendations for
Further Research

Turning toposs. fillies for further research in this area,
there are a number f directions and approaches that can
be taken. 'First, it should be stated that although it creates
a number of methodological problems and requires a
good deal of effort and. time, it is thought here to be
definitely best in time orientation studies of imprisoned
men to control for age, I.Q., socioeconomic status, sen-
tence lengths and or stage of imprisonment. From
the experience of this stud., it is. suggested that the
definition of the middle groups be modified. Addition-
all., ap interview schedule should probably be intro-
duced to probe more deeply the inmates' feelings about
tune. It was found in discussions following Testing ses-
sions that inmates showed ir flt i r 1 high degree of interest
in questions about time and in7,prisonment. Of course,
various time orientation questiolmaries could be used to
correlate interview data as W, eltas probe areas not dealt
with in an interview sthedule.4tiven the time necessary
to properly conduct an inters iew, it probably would be
necessary to hale a much smaller sample.

.
III addressing the problem' of suggesting specific re-

search, there area number of recommendations and sug-
gestions that can be made in this area. One study that
could be undertaken, and has been suggested by Landau
(1969), is to study the differences, or lack of them, in time
orientation between imprisoned- people and parolees.
Findings could suggest tke influence that imprisonment,
release and adjustment 'has e on prisoners and former
prisoners.

Another piece of research, similar, but wider in scope
than this study, would be to compare first offenders and
recidivists as to their time orientation using a methodol-
ogy similar to the one used here Results could indicate
the orientation of people who have been repeatedly im-
prisoned in relation to those who are experiencing im-
prisonment for the first time. '

There are a number of approaches
7-

that can be taken
using time orientation to in estigate problems germane
to imprisonment and the criminal justice system. The
following quote from Gal tung (1961) suggests an interest-
ing study invoking deterrence and time orientation.

A month may an ocean of time and a lost
experience for one prisoner but not for others.
Probably equalization depends, for any given in-
terval, on how many events, pleasant or unpleas-
ant, an individual is accustomed to packing tctl
gether in a limited amount of time. If we assume
that these two aspects of time perspective are cor-
related so thatithe person who is able to sec far
ahead, by and large. is also thwone who can attach



salve to the mnallest Intel cal of time,theti it seems
that one and the same sentence punishes the per-
son with high score ou both dimensions much
more than it does the man with low scores on both
dimensions. Peihaps -reformation- should appear
with greater frequents J111011c persons with high
seines than among, those 55 110Se Sun vs Mc loss kGal-
tung, 1961. p

One oldie fire most pi °blew% foi pnson administrators
is the kelko, ior of inmates described as -trouble makers-
ormcorrigibles." Many tunes the behav ior,of these ty pes
of inmates is dismissed as being attributed to some indi-
vidual behavioral pathology and there exists no reasona-
ble or rational explanation for such actions. However, if a
prison sentence is viewed from the standpoint of the
inmate, suet! behavior could be considered in a different
light 1'prison sentence' structures time for an inmate in
an institution where life is much less stimulating in com-
parison to life on the outside. In prismi, the options for
activities to be involved in become depressingly smaller.

Galtung in fers:viewmg behavior categorized as "trou-
ble making" or "incdrribilile," in the context of life in
prison, such fiehaviors become more understandable.

Little is 110%% n about the unpin tance of preditabd-
it to the psc chological welfare of human beings. If
time less ed as a toad 55 ith illuminated signposts
in the distailee. awn prison time is alwa s a high-

ith small signposts set at regular intenals
along it, each insciihed with statue of the reg-
ularities and technicalities of prison routine
e\tiem replant% will prevail unless effectivel
countered Prisons pros ide us with highly cmicln-
swe es 'deuce that tegulaiit that is percewed as
enforced will be countered irregularit iGal-
tong, 1961. p 115)

An experiment could be designed to test this observa-
tion by 4testing inmates described as "trouble makers,"
and inmates categorized as "well adjusted" on measures
of time orientation, impulsivity and need for stimulation.
Although there are undoubtedly other factors ins oly ed iii
this type of beha% ior, it could possibl, be discos erect that
these inmates have a high need for sttmlation, change,
challenge and immediate gratification. Assuming this is
the case, administrators could design programs for this

'retativ els small n'undier of inmates, that would meet their
needs more adequately.

Taking a groin!, long range ,view, providing that a
clearer relation can be drawn between time orientation
and devianco, particularly criminal behavior, time orien-
Lawn measurements could become part of the diagnostic
and-preilictive tools that could help officials determine a
criminal des litnt's success potential for various programs.
Of course, there are a number of ethical considerations
that would have to be dealt with in conjunction with such
use. However, monumental methodological problems
exist m bringing a time orientation measurement to such a
precision. As has been mentioned, hire orientation
measures at this point in time, are so varied that com-
parability of research is tenuous.

Although the author is conscious of the pitfall in looking
to one variable for the answer in understanding all be-
has ior, it is suggested here that further in-depth investig-
ations into time orientation should be conducted particu- .
larly with imprisoned people and other criminal deviants.
Such studies could potentially give a better.und&stand-
ing of beha%wr and adjustment in prison as well as the
commission of Criminal acts.

Le.

dl
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'; REVISED TIME COMPETENCE SUBSCALE_
r

.7`44

OFTH

1. I often feel a need to defend my past actions_
b. I do not feel a need to defend my past actions.
a. I halve feelings of displeasure about things that

are past. .'
b. I do not,.haNe feelings of displeasure about

things:that/are past.
3. a. Whet I haNe,heen in the pastpretty well tells

w;fiat kidd of person I will be:
b. %'hat I haN e been in the past does not really tell

what fdrid of person I -will, be.
4. a: -I-suffer from memories.

b. I do not suffer from memories.
5. a. I dislike my past.

b. I do not dislike my past.
6. a. My past is a stepping ston'e_for the future.

b. :vly past may hurt my future.
7. a. People should always feel sorry for their wrong-,

doings.
b. Pe e need not always feel sorry for their

wrongdoings.

PRESENT -
ft

a. I like to cut myself offand witlidraw.frorothers
for short Periods of time.;

-

b. I do not like to etdif my self Off and witlidrkw frOi
others, for short periods of ,time. ,

a. Lip ing foohe future is as important as livingfoi
the prese4t. '

b. Only living'.for the present is important.

9

10. < a. I deeply believe in the saying-that-goes, "Don't
waste your time.

. .

b. I do not feel bound by, Xhe saying that goes,
"Don't Wake your time."

- 11. a. I feel the need to be dothg something important.
all kthe time.

I do not feel the need to be doing something
impokant all of the time

"Killing time': is a Problem for nie:
"Killing time- is not a problem for me.

22

13. a. For nk, past, present and future is in a mean-
ngful unity 'and order.

b. For me, the present is an island, unrelated to
the past and future.

14. a. It is kinportant to ma' how I Ike in the here and

b. It is ofliftle importance to me how I live in the
here and how.

15. a. I like to cutdVself off and With-draw from others
for long -16Ods of time. . '-

b. . I do not 1ik 4.). cut my self off and Skithdrav, from
-others for long periods of time.

FUTUR

16. ar I try always to foreiee 4.alltjAtilpen in the
future. . ., ,

b. I do not feel a need always-to foresee what-will
happen in the future:

17. a. I worry about the future.
b. * I do not worry about the future.

18, a. I like to save gdod things for future use. -
b. I like to use good things nomr.. ;

19. a. Wishing Ad imagining can be bad.
u. 'vviEl.ing and imagining are always good.'

20. a. I spend More time getting ready to live.
b. I spend more time actually living.

21. a. Living for the future gives my fife its basic
meaning.

b Only when living for the future ties into living
for the present does my life have meaning.

22 a. For me, the future usually seems hopeful.
h. ..For me, the future often seems hopeless,

23. a. My hope for the future depends on having
tfriends.

b2 my. hope for the future does not depend on
having friends.

Example. 1. a. I arn interested io self - improvement
at all times.
foal ter rested in se proN,e

ment at ilLtimes.
Example. 2. a.. Reasons are needed to justify my

feelings.
b. Rsassnsare not needed to justify

rfyfeblings.

.'''
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. APPENDIX B

REVISED SELECTED 'SUBSCALES.
yt

OF THE TOQ

PAST

1. I believe it is important to learn man's past cultural
traditions and customs, and pziss their richnc55
to others.

The subject of history holds little interest or attrac-
tion for me.

:3. Places like museums that show things from the past
bore me. .

4. Thoughts about the past are among life's treasures,-
and are yer (leak to me.

5. I am not one fin. saving things from my earlier years.
6 I have few memories from my own past.
7 My family and I are not the kind of people who like

to make a big deM olt of holidays.
8. I have rarely, if ever, f6lt homesickness.
9. I know very little about m ancestors, forefathers,

and family tree.

PRESENT

10. I like life just the way it is now.
11. I am often depressed or bored.
12. I,would be very upset and bothered if I knew that:

the rest of my life wObld be like my present.days °'
13 Righi no'vv, everything seeing at a standstill for me.
14. I wish I were finishe! with what I am doing at this

point in my and could move on to othei
things.

15. I am' waiting for the nPxt part of my life to begin.
16. Most of my actions and thoughts these days are to

get ready for the future,
17. My years of greatest happiness still lie ahead.

1f

23,

. 18.- I am already enjoying and liking most of the things
that will give my life meaning and purpose in the
future.

FUTURE

19. I sometimes think about whgat the world and thy,.
daily life will be like in the years ahead.

20. I almogt never think about what I will be like when I
m Polder. .

I sometimes think of a far distant day when life will
be peaceful 4nd happy.

I would like to write down my own life story some
day:ifonly for my own pleasure and satisfaction.

I someVines think about what great excitement and
happiness the future will bring for me.

wouldAike to live in the far distant future instead of
now

I enjoy thinking about what life will be like in a
-huared years and beyond.

26. I rarellle ver-am- in terested-in-seienee fiction.

21.

23.

25.

I have feeling of order, direction or purpose in
y

28. I havekyery little idea of what I would like to do with
theest of my life.

29. My lifer is like a piece of wood drifting down an
un4own river.

30. The future is so unknown and uncertain that there is
little that I can do to get ready for it now.

3I,. 1 see little value or workinihinkiiig about-the

Example. J., I ftJ lost unless I know what time it is.
Exathple: 2.' For me, life will start again, after I get out

of prison.
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APPENDIX C
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ORIGINAL TIME COMPETENCE SUBS CALE

OF THE-30I

4

. 1. a. I often feel it necessary to defend my past actions.
b. I do not feel it necessary to defend my past ac-

tions.
2. a. I have feelings of resentment about things that are

past.
b. I do not have. feelings of resentment about things

that are past.
3. a. What I have been in the past dictates the kind of

person I will be.
b. What I have been in the past does not necessarily

dictate the kind of person I will be.
4. a. I suffer from memories.

b. I do not suffer from memories..
5. a. I regret my past.

b. I do not regret my.past.
6.---E-Nly-past-)s-a stepping stone for the future.

b. My past is a handicap to my future.
7. a. people 'sliciuld always repent their wrongdoings.

b. People need not always repent their w.rongdo-
ings.

PRESENT
8. a. I like to withdraw temporarily from others.

b. I do not like to withdraw temporarily from others.
9. a. Living for the future is as important as living for

the moment.
b. Only living for the moment is important.

10. a. I- follOw diligently the motto, "Dorff.waste your
time."

b. I do not feel bound by the motto, "Don't waste
your time."

Id. a. I feel the need to be doing something significant
all of.the

b. I do not feel the need to be doing something
significant all of the time.

12. a. "Killing time" is a problem for me.
h. "Killing time" is not a problem for me.

1^,

a. For me, past, present and future is in meaningful
continuity.

b. For me, the present is an island, unrelated to the
past and 'future.

14. a. It is important to me how I live in the here and
now.

b.. It is of little importance to me hov. I live in the
here and now.

15. a. I like to withdraw from others for extended
periods of time.

b. I do not like to withdraw from others for extended
periods of time.

FUTURE

16. a. I strive always to predict what will happen in the
future.

b. I do not feel it necessary always to predict what
will happen in the future.

17. a. I worry about the future.
b. I do not worry about the future.

18. a. I prefer to save good-things for future use.
b. I prefer to use good things now.

19. a. Wishing and imagining can be bad.
b. Wishing and imagining are always good

20. a. I spend more time preparing to live.
b. I spend. more time actually living.

21. a. Living for the future gives my life its primary
meaning.

b. Only when living for the future ties intd living for
the present does my life have meaning.

22. a. For me, the futUre usually seems hopeful.
b. For me, the future often seems hopeless

23. a. My hope for,the future depends oh having friends.-
b. My hope for the future does not depend on having

friends.

4



APPENDIX D

SELECTED -SUBSCALES

ORIGINAL TOQ

DISTANT PAST

1. I feel a responsibility to understand man's cultural
heritage and pass on its richness to others.

Books of history or historical novels hold little, in-
terest for me.

3. Museuins are places here the past is embalmed.
they bore me.

PERSONAL PAST

. Memories from the past are among life's treasures
for me.

5. I am not one for saving momentos from my earlier
years.

6. I have few memories from my own past.
7. My family and lure not the kind of people who enjoy

etaborate and ritualistic celebration of holidays.
8. I have rarely, if ever, experienced homesickness.
9. I know very_ little about my ancestors and family

tree.

PRESENT

-..ffmaas

17. My years of greatest happiness still lie ahead. 1. *:
18. I am already enjoying today most of those things

which will give life meaning in the future

PERSONAL FUTURE

19. I sometimes thitik,-:Wout whi r the my

daily life will bellW in the years ahead.
20 I almost never think about what I shall be like when

I am older.
21 I have glimpses of a far-distaraday when.:fife will be'

peacefull and fulfilling. ,
I would like to wille-tritin biography someday, if

only for my own pleasure
r sometimes anticipate with great excitement and

pleasure what the future will bring for me.

DISTANT FUTURE

23.

24. would like to lie in the far distant future instead of
now.

I enjoy speculating about what life will be like in the
21st Century and beyond.

26. i rarely, if ever, read science fiction.

25.

10.
11.
P.

I am enjoying life just the way it is now
I am often depressed or bored.
I would be very distressed if I knew that the remain-

DIRECTION

ing years of my life were destikd to be s. ery much
like my present days.

27. I feel no sense of order, direction, or purpose in my

'13. Right now, everything seems at a standstill for me. - 28. I i yes little idea of w hat I would like to accomp-

14. I wish I were finished with what I am doing at this 4 lish in the rest of my lifetime
point i n n ariife, and could more on to other
things.

29. My life is like a piece of wood drifting down an
unknown river.

1.7?, I am waiting for the next penod,Of my life to begin. 30. The future is so unknown , there is little that I can do

16. Most of my. activity these days is directed.toward to prepare for;it now.
preparingfor the future. 31. I see little value speculating about the.future.

3251.



APPENDIX E

ANSWER SHEET AND CONSENT*FORM

ANSWER SHEET

Would you please indicate the occupation or job at
which your parents are now employed. If a parent is dead
or not present simply draw a line through the space.

Mother's Occupation Father's Occupation

This questionnaire is given by means of a tape recorder.
Each statement is repeated twice, as will be seen in the
examples Please remember in answering the questions
presented here.that there are no right or wrong answers.
The interest here is to see how you honestly feel about
each question or statement.

Also, please try to give some answer to each item.
,

PART ONE

In this part, two tape recorded statements will be
made. You answer by choosing the statement in each pair
that you agree With most. If you miss or do not hear a
staterhent, mark the number of the queitiOn and it will be
repeated at the end of this section.

ExaMple: 1. a b Example: 2. a b
1. a b
*. a b . 13. a b
3. a b 14. a b
4: a b 15. a 1:). :

5. a b 16. a b -

6. a b 17. a b
7. a b 18. a' b
8. a .b , - 19. a b
9; 'a b' -<< 20. a b
10. -.a b : .. 2r. a, b
11. a b _.- c 22. a b
,12. a b . 23. a b

D

PART TWO

Please answer the following by choosing the response
that best expresses your thoughts about the statement..
Again, if you miss or do hot hear a statement, mark the
number of the statement and ft will be repeated at the end
of this section.

Please check one of the live -responses to each state-
ment.

Strongly Agree No
Agree Opinion

a b c

Example: 1. ; a

Example: 2. a

Disagree

d

bcde
b. c d e

Strongly
Disagree

e

1. a b c dd e 17. a b c d e
2. a b c d e 18. a b c d e
3. a b c d 19. a b c d e
4. a b c d 20. a b c d e
5. a b c d 21. a b c d e
6. a b c d 22. a b c d e
7. a b c d 23. a b c d e

a b c d 24. a b c d e-9.abcd 25. a b c d e
10. a b c d e 26. a b c d e
11. a b c d 27. a b c d e1').abcd 28. a b c d -e
13. a b c d 29! a b c d e
14. a b c d 30. a b c d e
15. a b c d 31. a b c d e
16. a b c .d

'26



CONSENT FORM

I hereby agree to participate in a study on how imprisoned men kiew time being conducted by Paul Rogan, a graduate
student from Sam Houston State Unikersity. I understand that this study is being undertaken in cooperation with the
Institute of Contemporary Corrections at Sam Houston State Unikersity and the Texas Department of Corrections. In
addition, I understand that my respocses to questions in this study are going to be used fur research purposes only and will
in -no way affect my record or standing here at lie prison. The answer sheet will be labeled with a code number for
categorizing purposes and will not bear my name.

I hereby agree to participate in this study and understand that my answer sheet will not bear my name. The data will be
used for research purposes only and will hP kept strictly colladential.

Signed..

Date

1
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APPENDIX F

ADMINISTERED INSTRUMENT

PART I

Example. 1. a. I am interested in self-improvement at all
times.

b. I am not interested in self-improvement
at all times.

Example: 2. a. Reasons are needed to justify my feel-
ings.

b. Reasons are not needed to justify my
feelings.

1 a. I often feel a need to defend my past actions.
0. I do not feel a need to defend my past 'actions.

). a. I try always to foresee what will happen in the
-future.

,b, I do not feel a need always to foresee what will
happen in the future.

3. a. I like to cut myself off and Othdraw from others
orTnhort periods of time:-

b I do not like to cut myself off and withdrav from
others for short periods of time.

4. a. I have feelings of displeasure about things that are
past.

b. I do not ha,e feelings of displeasure about things
that are past.

5. a. I worry about the future.
b. I do not worry about the future.

6. a. I like to save good things for future use.
b. I like to use good things now.

7. a. LIN, mg for the future is as important as in for

the present..
b. Only living for the present is*iiportant.

8. a. Wishing and imagining can be bad.
b. Vishing and imagining are always good.

9. a. I spend more time getthig ready to live.
spend more time actually living.

10. a. `Laving for the future gives mylife its basic mean-
ing.

h. Only when living for the future ties into living for
the present does my life have meaning.

11. a. I deeply believe in the saying that, goes, "Don't
waste your Mile.-

b. I do not feel bound by the say ing that goes, "Don't
waste your time...

12. a. What I have been in the past pretty well tells what
kind of a person I- will be.

b. Vhat I have been in the past does not really tell
what kiiiftf a persmi I will be.

'

13. a. I feel the heed to be doing something important all
of the time.

b. I do not feel the need to be doing something
important all of the time.

14. a. I suffer from meniories.
b. I do not suffer froin memories,

15. a. I dislike ply past.
b I do not dislike my past.

16. a. For me, the future usually seems hopeful.
b. Fer mc,-lhe future. often seems hopeless.

17. a. My past is a §tepping stone for the future.
b. My past may hurt my future.

18. a. "Killing time- is a problem for me.
b. "Killing time-. is not a problem for me.

19. a. For me, past, present and future is in a meaningful
unity and order.

b. or me, the present is an island, unrelated to the
past and future.

20. a. My he for the future depends on havidg friends.
b. NI} hie for the future does not dependon hay ing

friends.
21. a. It is important to me how I live in the here and

now.
-b. It is of little importance to me how I live in the

here and now.
a. I like to cut myself off and withdraw from others

for longperiods of time.
b. I do not like to cut myself off and withdraw from

others for lo.ng periods time.
2. a. People should alway,s feel sorry for their wrongdo-

ings. .
b. People need not always feel sorrS for their wrong-

doings. 0

s.

PART II

Example: 1. Exathple: 1. I feel lost unless I know what
time it is.

Example. 2. For me, life will start again, after I get out of
Orison.

1. I sometnnes think about what great, excitement and
happiness the. future will bring for me.

2. Right lift "every thing seems at a standstill for me..
3. The subject of history holds little interest or attrac-

tion forme.
. I rarely, if ever, am interested in science fiction.

"8
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3 -I wish I \suit, Ihjish,,,(1Mth \\ hat I am doing at this
point in my life. and could move on to other things.

6. I see little alue or worth in thinking about the fu-
ture

7 Places like muscums, that show things from the past,
bore me

c \lost of nt actions and thoughts these days are to get
tead fOr the future.
\ly famil \ and I alt not the kind of people who like to
make a big deal out of holidays.

I \ -1 Cal Of greatest happiness still lie ahead.
11 1 ha \*c ci little idea of what I would like to do with

. the lest of my life.
1.2 1 am w.uting for the next part of my life to begin.
1; I would hke to he.in the far distant ftiture instead of

110w

about the past are among life's treasures,
and ale \ en dear to me.

1 I A 01,11 like to w rite dow n my 0\\ n life story some-
& . if Onl \ for m\ own pleasure and satisfaction.

Pr 1 soilictia,, s think about w hat the.w orld and my daib
w ill be like in the years ahead.

17 I Idiot it is importani to learn mans past cultural
tiaditions and customs,'and pass their richness on to
othcis

,

c4,

%,

40,

18. I am nut one for saing things 'froln ears.
19. I am often depressed or bored. )
20. I have rarely, if ever, felt homecickness.
21. I have few4remories from my own past.
22. I sometimes think of afar distant cei wheli'life will be

peaceful and happy.
23. fly life is like a piece of wood drifting chiwn an

unknown river.
24. I know ell, little about m!, ancestors, forefathers and

25.

family tree. Pap

The future is so unknown and uncertain that mere is
little that I can do to get ready for it now.

26. I am already enjo!, mg and liking most of the things
that will give m life meaning and purpose in the
future.
I have no feeling of order,Arectiop or purl).* in my
life.

28. I like life just the way it is now.
29. I almost Weser thin,. about what I wall be like when I

am older. 5,

30. I would be eery upset <tad bottle' ed if I knew that the
rest of my life would he'llike my present days.

31. I eikio thinking about what, life will he like in a
hundred year and beyond.

27.

or

4 I
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